PeeringDB Issues board

Google Meet

PC Todo list

2022-10-06 Start: 15:30 UTC End: 16:30 UTC
Participants: Steve, Matt, Pete, Martin, Leo
Main agenda
● Should we have a way for users who have a legitimate interest in PeeringDB data, as
per the AUP, to retain an account without being affiliated to an organization with
resources in PeeringDB?
○ Focus on removing dormant accounts for the time being
○ Look at this issue again at a later date
○ Stats would be useful but might need additional logging
● Meet at NANOG on Monday, 17 October at 11am (local)
● NB: If PC members can promote the current survey with anyone they know who uses
PeeringDB, that would be useful. Shares on relevant irc channels, Slacks etc… would be
helpful.
Number

Title

Summary

#1180

Enforce Session Timeouts

Code contributed by Amazon
A proposal, with linked PR, to create a
separate Oauth session cookie that is
signed and is set only for Oauth clients.
This helps sites implementing PeeringDB
Oauth make better informed decisions.

Consent
Finalized?

OK

Approval sought for feature in
principal
#1218

PeeringDB Usage Data

Discussion document with questions to
be answered
1. Will we start publishing
www.peeringdb.com via a CDN?
If we go down this path, we
should be able to get enough
data to inform our decisions for
the foreseeable future from the
CDN’s metrics.
2. If we do not go down the CDN
path, the Product Manager
recommends selecting the
product that is simplest to use,
going with a privacy preserving

Prefer a CDN
Coordinate with
Board

solution if that is considered
important for our users in the EU,
Canada, California etc…
#1235

Add data about whether a
facility operator owns the
building or has an agreement
with the owner

This is a new issue to take the landlord
part of the discussion from #1110

Close isse

#1236

Virtual Facilities and
interconnect providers

Proposal to add a way of describing
virtual facility operators who provide a
coherent ‘fabric’

Looks like lots of
overlap with
Carrier Object

#1247

Store language preference in
the user's profile instead of
cookies

Questions from Product Manager:

OK. Leo, Arnold
and DVA to
continue
coordination

1. Logged in users can set a
preferred language:

Does this functionality need to change?

2. I am working with Daniel Van
Allen to offer a language menu on
every page for anonymous users.
This could set a temporary
cookie.

Consent Agenda
Non-contentious issues that can be agreed in a single vote. Members can ask for an issue to be
placed on the main agenda if they want it to have more discussion.
Number

Title

Summary

Consent

Finalized?

#1238

Put an Icon next to user name
on
https://www.peeringdb.com/or
g/nnnn#users if the user is
using U2F

This helps organization admin and the
AC with any error reports

OK

#1239

Add a search field to all AC
views

Put search fields on all admin pages
used by the AC

OK

#1241

Don't allow the first and last
addresses being assigned

Don’t allow registration of addresses
reserved in standards

OK

#1252

Display dates consistently

Some dates have a trailing Z and others
do not

OK

#1248

Get "rir_status: This field
cannot be blank." sorted out
when reverting changes

“When reverting changes, I now run into
the error "rir_status: This field cannot be
blank." every now and then. IMO this is a
bug”

More info needed

#1249

Update MkDocs for
docs.peeringdb.com

MkDocs needs to be updated to the
latest stable release

#1257

Help text covers
non-compliant email
addresses

According to #737, for non-compliant
emails, the tool "... should highlight these
users in the user listing, probably through
special color highlight for the email
address and a help text on mouse over."

OK
More info needed

However, the help text covers the email
address. Admins are not able to contact
the users.

Informational
No action required. Members should be aware that these new issues have been agreed since
the last meeting.
Number

Title

Summary

#1244

IX-F importer fails on nulled
ipv4 / ipv6 properties in
vlan_list entries

Bug: Currently the importer will raise an
error when encountering null values for
ipv6 or ipv4 properties in the vlan_list

Ready for
Implementation

✅

property.
#1250

UI shows own email when
viewing affiliation requests for
an organization

Bug presenting the user’s own email
address instead of the requester, when
evaluating affiliation requests

#1253

Reset IX-F suggestions link
non-functional

Click Reset suggestions link currently
does nothing.

#1242

Set secure header

Code contributed by Amazon
This PR sets some missing HTTP
headers to reduce the risk of some
vulnerabilities. They are:
● Strict-Transport-Security
● Content-Security-Policy
● X-Content-Type-Options
● X-XSS-Protection

AOB
None

✅
✅
✅

